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Information began to circulate in Lisbon yesterday and it was
announced ry a number of foreign stations that Evo
Fernandes, one of the ringleaders of the erúernal wing of the
armed bandits in Portugal, could have been kidnapped last
Sunday. More details from our international correqpondent
Teresa Lima.

[Lima] Today, Portuguese ne$'spapers carried the
information, giving it major prominence, with all kinds of
speanlation. According to Tomas Vieira Mario, AIM
representative in Lisbon, it was the wife of Evo Fernandes who
úormed the Portuguese judiciary police about the

disappearance of hcr husband.

[Vieira Mario: recordingl The wife of Evo Fernandes, who
until two years ago occupied the post of Secretary General of
the armed bandit group, is reported to have told the press that
her husband disappeared folloúng a dinner on Sunday with
alleged members of Mozambican security at Cascais on the
outskirts of Lisbon... The Mozambican embassy in Lisbon
told the press that it was completely unaware of what was
taking place. [End of recording]

[Lima] The speculation on Mozambican security service
involvement in the disappearance of Evo Fernandes is based
on the statements made by his wife, who claims that her
husband had dined with someone called Als(andre Xavier
Chagas, a member of the Mozambique People's National
Security Service ISNASPI. Evo Fernandes'wife said that her
husband ncver returned after the dinner. Meanwhile, circles
connected with Mozambique security told AIM that there was
no one called Alorandre Xavier Chagas working for SNASP.

Observers in Maputo beliwe that Evo Fernandes'
disappearance can be ocplained ry the strong contradictions
among different factions of the armed banditry. These
contradíctions were broadly referred to by Paulo Oliveira, a
former spokesman of the armed bandits in Lisbon, who
recently surrcndered to the Mozambican authorities. At a
recent press coúerence, Paulo Oliveira qpoke of the so-called
axes within armed banditry notably thp Pretoria-Bonn axis and
the Paris.r#ashington axis. The attempt by the latter to control
banditry had failed, according to Paulo Oliveira, because of
the strong South African monopoly over the armed bandits.
The mysterious deaths of two ringleaders, Joao Ataide and
Mateus Lopes, in Malawi last year also was connected with
these strong differences within the bandits, as Paulo Oliveira
pointed out.

As a matter of fact, Evo Fernandes had ocarpied the post
of Sccretary-General of the bandits, but was dismissed from
that post. There are reports that he had embezzled large sums
of money and that recently he was rehabilitated becoming the

head of the study research ofÍice. Also, according to observers
in Maputo, the disappearance of Evo Fernandes, one of the
armed bandit ringleaders in Lisbon, could be connected to

increasing conÍlicts between the Washington and Pretoria
circles over control of the armed bandits.


